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Strategic disinformation outperforms
honesty in competition for social influence

Ralf H.J.M. Kurvers,1,7,8,* Uri Hertz,2,7 Jurgis Karpus,3,4,7 Marta P. Balode,1 Bertrand Jayles,1 Ken Binmore,5

and Bahador Bahrami1,3,6

SUMMARY

Competition for social influence is a major force shaping societies, from baboons
guiding their troop in different directions, to politicians competing for voters, to
influencers competing for attention on social media. Social influence is invariably
a competitive exercise with multiple influencers competing for it. We study which
strategy maximizes social influence under competition. Applying game theory to
a scenario where two advisers compete for the attention of a client, we find that
the rational solution for advisers is to communicate truthfully when favored by
the client, but to lie when ignored. Across seven pre-registered studies, testing
802 participants, such a strategic adviser consistently outcompeted an honest
adviser. Strategic dishonesty outperformed truth-telling in swaying individual
voters, the majority vote in anonymously voting groups, and the consensus
vote in communicating groups. Our findings help explain the success of political
movements that thrive on disinformation, and vocal underdog politicians with
no credible program.

INTRODUCTION

Social influence is a fundamental organizing principle across human and non-human societies (Conradt,

2012; Conradt and List, 2009; Turner, 1991). Social influence is invariably a competitive exercise because

the influencer is rarely in a one-to-one relationship with their potential followers whose choices they

wish to influence. Instead, they have to compete with others to gain and maintain influence. From baboons

competing to guide their troop to different preferred directions (Strandburg-Peshkin et al., 2015, 2017),

and fish competing for directing their shoal to different preferred food sources (Couzin et al., 2011; Miller

et al., 2013), to politicians competing for voters (Grossman and Helpman, 1996; Kitschelt, 2000), consul-

tancy firms competing for harking in clients (McAfee and Brynjolfsson, 2012; Pine and Gilmore, 1998),

and social influencers competing for ‘‘likes’’ and followers on social media platforms (Lorenz-Spreen

et al., 2019; Weng et al., 2012), multiple influencers compete for gaining social influence. Approaching

the process of persuasion and influence from a competitive viewpoint is important because the influencers’

ultimate goal is often not to provide the best information or service for their clients, but to outcompete their

rivals (e.g., to become the leader of the group or to gain political power).

We identify three hallmarks of competition for social influence: information asymmetry, delegation of

future decisions, and intractable uncertainty. Information asymmetry occurs when influence seekers

(e.g., politicians or advisers) know more about an issue than do the people they seek to influence (e.g.,

voters or clients) (Healy and Palepu, 2001). For example, in the political arena, the issues at stake are often

multidimensional and too complex for people to be fully informed about. In the Brexit vote, for example,

the regions most strongly favoring Leave were also—to the surprise of many voters—the most dependent

on European Union markets (Los et al., 2017). Competition for social influence also often involves future

decisions and delegations (Baron and Holmström, 1980); for example, voters or clients granting politicians

or fund managers the power to make future decisions on their behalf. Finally, predicting the future is hard

(Silver, 2012). Pundits who are regularly tasked to predict uncertain future events in finance, politics, or

sports often turn out to be wrong (Tetlock, 2017). Competition for social influence thus tends to take place

under high outcome uncertainty (Hertwig et al., 2019). That makes it difficult to evaluate advice accuracy

and creates opportunities for competing advisers to seek influence strategically (e.g., by masking a stra-

tegic lie as a prediction error).
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Information asymmetry, delegation of future decisions, and intractable uncertainty all shape the way com-

petitors for social influence communicate their opinions and recommendations to their clients strategically,

thereby effecting how these competitions unfold as well as their eventual outcomes. Here we describe the

influence-seeking strategy that best succeeds under these conditions, studying this competition as a zero-

sum game between advisers: if one adviser wins, the other loses. In the following, we will first study a sce-

nario in which two influencers—henceforth, advisers—compete for the attention of a single client. Using

game theory, we propose an intuition about what strategies are rational for the two advisers to adopt

when all they care about is to be favored by the client. We show that a strategic, rational adviser commu-

nicates information to the client honestly when the client favors them, but lies about it when the client favors

the competitor. Next, taking an empirical approach, we show, across seven experiments, that such a stra-

tegic adviser is indeed able to outperform an honest adviser in swaying individuals, the majority vote in

anonymously voting groups, and the consensus vote in communicating groups of clients. Finally, we

show the psychological mechanisms driving the strategic adviser’s success.

RESULTS

Strategic dishonesty as a rational strategy

We start by investigating whether there is a dominant, rational strategy for two advisers to adopt when they

compete for the attention of a single client. The advisers propose bets to the client on one of two possible out-

comes of a lottery that the client cares about. The client can, in each round, only select one adviser for placing

her bet, and the advisers thus compete for the client’s attention. The advisers’ goal is to be chosen by the client

as often as possible. The client’s goal is to win as many bets as she can. In a finite number of rounds, the client

starts each round by selecting one of the two advisers to place a bet on her behalf. The bet is placed on either

the black or white color. Both advisers (but not the client) then receive the same probabilistic evidence (p) about

the probability of the winning color being black. They then simultaneously offer their respective recommenda-

tions s1 and s2 to the client indicating their estimates of the probability of black winning. The client follows the

selected adviser’s recommendation si and bets on black (white) if si>0.5 (si<0.5). Next, the winning color is pub-

licly announced and the client evaluates the recommendations that she received from both advisers in light of

the outcome of the lottery to select the adviser they wish to follow in the next round.

Advisers know that, provided s1ss2, the client updates the competence weights of the two advisers (w1 and

w2, with w1+w2=1) according to

w�
i =

wic2i
w1c21 +w2c22

(Equation 1)

where ci=siwhen thewinning color is black and ci=1�si otherwise. If s1=s2, the weights remain unchanged:w�
i =

wi . The client’s updating rule rewards highly confident correct advice (e.g., high confidence that the winning

color is black when the outcome is black, with ‘‘high confidence’’ meaning a report that the probability of win-

ning from betting on black is high) and penalizes highly confident wrong advice (e.g., high confidence that the

winning color is black when the outcome is white). Similar to reinforcement learning (RL) updating rules, like Re-

scorla-Wagner (Lockwood and Klein-Flügge, 2021), more recent observations have greater influence on the in-

fluence weight wi, with the highest weight given to the current confidence and accuracy ci. Unlike standard RL

updating rules, the updating is in the relative accuracy of two advisers and, therefore, the update is normalized

with the update of both advisers. In the first round, the client selects an adviser at random. In the following

rounds, she selects the adviser with the higher updated weight. If updated weights are equal, the client retains

the adviser selected in the previous round. Note that, previous theoretical studies of competitive advice-giving

investigated a scenario in which the client also follows a game-theoretically rational strategy (e.g., Krishna and

Morgan, 2001); here, however, we fix the client’s updating rule as one inspiredbyprevious empirical observation

of adviser selection by human clients (Bayarri andDeGroot, 1989; Hertz et al., 2017, 2020a, 2020b) and ask how a

strategic adviser can best respond to this empirical (rather than ideal) updating rule.

For the two strategic advisers, this is a zero-sum game: whenever one wins, the other loses. This permits us to

employ game-theoretic methods developed to study this class of games to ask if, given the client’s updating

rule and the uncertainty concerning the outcome of a lottery in each round, a rational advising strategy can be

found. The advisers’ decision problem in any round of the game is solved by backward induction, whereby we

first work out their optimal choices in the last round and then work our way back through preceding rounds. In

Box 1, we demonstrate this analysis for the last two rounds of the game to gain an intuition about what these

rational strategies may be. We find a consistent pattern of a rational advising strategy emerging.
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When selected, a strategic adviser maximizes their likelihood of maintaining an advantage (i.e., higher

weight) by providing moderate recommendations that stay relatively true to the observed evidence (si �
p). When ignored, the strategic adviser seeks to strike lucky by offering confident recommendations that

contradict the selected adviser’s recommendation. The key intuition is that if the lottery outcome turns

out to be in line with the ignored adviser’s confident counterfactual recommendation, the client’s updating

Box 1. The game-theoretic analysis of the advisers’ game

We demonstrate the backward induction procedure for the last two rounds of the advisers’ game. In our analysis we

restrict the advisers’ choices si to the set [0, 1/9, 2/9, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 6/9, 7/9, 8/9, 1]. Relaxing this restriction does not

change our conclusions. We also assume that the probability that the winning color is black (p) is drawn from a uniform

distribution on [0,1] in each round.

The last round of interest is the one in which advisers’ choices still matter to them, i.e., they can influence whom the

client will select for her final bet. To illustrate the backward induction procedure, we consider the particular case when,

at the start of this round, Adviser 1 is selected and has high influence over the client with w1=0.8 and, by extension,

Adviser 2 has low influence with w2=0.2. The advisers can use Equation 1 to compute their updated weights for all

possible combinations s1 and s2, conditional on whether the winning color in the current round will be black or white

(Figure 1A). Using these weights, they generate advisers’ payoffs, i.e., probabilities of being selected for the client’s

final bet (Figure 1B) in terms of p and q=1–p, the probability that the winning color is white. As this is a zero-sum game,

Adviser 2’s payoffs are Adviser 1’s payoffs subtracted from 1 and maximizing Adviser 2’s payoff is equivalent to

minimizing that of Adviser 1.

In a rational solution of the game—a Nash equilibrium—each adviser maximizes her expected payoff given her op-

ponent’s choice. We find one equilibrium by iteratively deleting weakly dominated strategies. Adviser 1’s strategy

s1=4/9 dominates all s1<4/9, since, irrespective of Adviser 2’s choice, it always yields the same or higher payoff to

Adviser 1 as any s1<4/9 (Figure 1C). Hence, we delete all s1<4/9. Similarly, we delete all s1>5/9. For Adviser 2, after

these deletions, all 0<s2<1 are dominated by s2=0 and s2=1. Deleting all 0<s2<1 leaves advisers with two strategies

each (Figure 1C). In the Nash equilibrium of this reduced game, the selected Adviser 1 randomizes between the two

most cautious advice strategies s1=4/9 and s1=5/9 with probabilities q and p, respectively (see STAR methods for full

derivation). Provided 0<p<1, the ignored Adviser 2 randomizes between the two most extreme advice strategies s2=0

and s2=1 with probabilities p and q. Adviser 1’s and 2’s equilibrium payoffs (i.e., their expected payoffs when both

randomize as above) are p2�p+1 (which is at least 0.75) and p–p2 (at most 0.25), respectively, which illustrates the

selected adviser’s advantage.

Although deletion of weakly dominated strategies eliminates other equilibria in the non-reduced game of Figure 1B, in

zero-sum games like this one, a player’s expected payoff from playing any equilibrium strategy against any equilibrium

strategy of her opponent is always the same (Binmore, 2007). This means that advisers do not care which equilibrium

strategy they play, and one equilibrium is sufficient to determine advisers’ equilibrium payoffs from any strategic (i.e.,

rational) play.

In the penultimate round, each adviser aims to maximize the probability of being selected at the end of the penulti-

mate and the last round. Again, we consider the particular case when, at the start of this round, w1=0.8. Advisers’

weights and, hence, probabilities of being selected at the end of the penultimate round for all possible combinations

s1 and s2 are the same as before (Figures 1A and 1B). To obtain advisers’ payoff matrices in the penultimate round, we

need to add their expected probabilities of being selected at the end of the last round to those of being selected after

the penultimate round. We focus on Adviser 1 and illustrate this here for the diagonal s1=s2 (see Figure 1D and STAR

Methods for all combinations s1 and s2). In this case, irrespective of the lottery outcome in the penultimate round, her

weight at the start of the last round will be 0.8. As already shown, her payoff in the last round will be p2�p+1. At this

stage, advisers do not know the value p in the last round, but they know that it will be drawn from a uniform distribution

on [0,1]. Therefore, the expected value of her payoff in the last round is obtained by integrating

Z1

0

ðp2 �p+ 1Þdpz0:83.

Hence, Adviser 1’s expected payoff in the penultimate round is the sum of her expected probabilities of being

selected at the end of the penultimate and the last round: 1+0.83=1.83. Adviser 2’s payoff in the penultimate round is

Adviser 1’s payoff subtracted from 2.

Figure 1D shows advisers’ payoff matrices for the particular case of p=0.4 in the penultimate round. As can be seen,

these are similar to the advisers’ payoff matrices in the last round (Figure 1B). The selected Adviser 1 maximizes her

expected payoff by using ‘‘moderate’’ strategies close to the truth, i.e., p=0.4, whereas the ignored Adviser 2’s best

response is to select ‘‘extreme’’ strategies. Indeed, in the only Nash equilibrium in this scenario, Adviser 1 randomizes

between s1=4/9 and s1=5/9 with probabilities 0.65 and 0.35 respectively, while Adviser 2 randomizes between s2=0

and s2=1 with probabilities 0.4 and 0.6. In the STARMethods, we solve the game whenw1=0.8 and 0.6 for p=0.4, 0.25,

and 0.1 to corroborate the emerging pattern of advisers’ strategy choices.
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rule (Equation 1) will take a sizable notice of this missed opportunity. Regrettably, our analysis indicates that

in this game, principled honesty does not pay: An adviser that always (i.e., when selected as well as when

ignored) communicates the evidence truthfully (si = p) does worse in swaying the client’s vote than a stra-

tegic adviser who mixes the ‘‘sensible moderate’’ and ‘‘radical contrarian’’ strategies depending on being

selected or ignored. In the STAR Methods, we further corroborate these results, showing that this rational

strategy emerges under a wide range of conditions (including when a strategic adviser competes with an

honest adviser, and when the client uses a probabilistic decision rule to select advisers).

Strategic dishonesty sways individual voters

Having derived the rational strategy, we next conducted sevenpreregistered experiments (https://osf.io/9gjyc/)

to empirically test whether a strategic adviser employing this mixed strategy would indeed win a client’s atten-

tion more often compared with an honest adviser who reports truthfully. In all experiments, human participants

acted as clients. Over 20 rounds, they attempted to maximize their winnings by deciding, at the beginning of

every round, which one of two advisers, symbolized by cartoon figures (Figure 2), to hire for that round.

Whenparticipants decided for an adviser, they received the lottery ticket recommendedby the selected adviser,

and also observed the ignored adviser’s recommendation. At the endof each round, the lottery outcome (win or

loss) was randomly drawn with a probability p to be black (see STAR Methods for details and https://osf.io/

9gjyc/for screenshots of experimental instructions of all treatments).

In each round, both advisers received the same information (p), the likelihood that the lottery outcome is

black. Programmed by the experimenter, one adviser was honest and the other strategic. The honest

adviser always provided truthful predictions (e.g., recommending black with low [high] confidence when

there was weak [strong] evidence in favor of black). The strategic adviser also recommended honestly

when selected. Crucially, when it was ignored and received weak evidence (i.e., when the evidence was

only weakly informative of the correct outcome), the strategic adviser lied by recommending, with medium

confidence, the opposite of what the evidence had indicated. By contradicting the weak evidence (and by

extension the honest adviser) when ignored, the strategic adviser thus distinguished themselves from the

selected honest adviser. The strategic adviser did not contradict strong evidence even if they were ignored,

thereby avoiding too many blatant errors. In the STAR Methods, we derive the rational strategy for a stra-

tegic adviser who believes that their opponent is honest. This derived strategy closely matches the strategy

of the strategic adviser that we programmed into the experiments. Note that in none of our experiments

was the strategic adviser’s recommendations more likely than the honest adviser’s recommendation to be

correct. Therefore, if clients were only persuaded by advisers’ accuracy, they would remain indifferent be-

tween the two advisers. To test whether the strategic adviser was more popular than the honest adviser, we

determined whether there was a significant positive effect of round on the likelihood to select the strategic

adviser, using hierarchical Bayesian regression models (brms; see Table S3 for model results, and https://

osf.io/9gjyc/for data and analysis code). We preregistered exclusion criteria for all experiments. In Exper-

iments 1 and 2, we, however, decided to deviate in one aspect from the preregistered exclusion criteria. In

the preregistration of both experiments, we announced that we would exclude participants who did not

Figure 1. The game-theoretic analysis of the advisers’ game

The game-theoretic analysis for the case where the selected Adviser 1 has high influence over the client with w1=0.8 and

the ignored Adviser 2 has low influence withw2=0.2 in the last (A–C) and the penultimate (D) round. In all matrices, Adviser

1 chooses between s1 identified by rows; Adviser 2 chooses between s2 identified by columns.

(A) Adviser 1’s predicted (updated) weights, starting from w1=0.8, conditional on whether the winning color is black

(matrix on the left) or white (right) for all possible combinations s1 and s2. Weights greater than or equal to 0.5 are shown in

purple, resulting in Adviser 1 being selected for the following round. Weights below 0.5 are shown in yellow, resulting in

Adviser 2 being selected for the following round. Note that w1+w2=1.

(B) Expected payoffs, i.e., probability of being selected for the following round for Adviser 1 (left) and Adviser 2 (right). For

Adviser 1 (2) these are obtained by taking p in each cell where Adviser 1’s predicted weight, conditional on the winning

color being black, is shown in purple (yellow), and adding q where Adviser 1’s predicted weight, conditional on the

winning color being white, is shown in purple (yellow). Color scaling indicates lowest (white) to highest (dark) payoff,

assuming p=0.4.

(C) Iterative deletion of weakly dominated strategies leaves advisers with two strategies each: Adviser 1 randomizes

between two cautious (4/9, 5/9) and Adviser 2 between two extreme (0, 1) advice strategies.

(D) Expected payoffs in the penultimate round for Adviser 1 (left) and Adviser 2 (right). Payoffs correspond to the sum of

probabilities of being selected at the end of the penultimate round and at the end of the last round. Here, at the start of

the penultimate round, w1=0.8 and p=0.4. The color scaling is similar to (B).
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sample both advisers. In all seven studies we observed participants who did not sample both advisers, but

in all studies it was more likely that these participants always selected the strategic adviser and not the

honest one (Figure 3). Therefore, we consider this behavior a feature of participants’ strategy and not a

lack of engagement and included these participants in the analysis of Experiments 1 and 2 (and removed

this criterion in the preregistrations of the subsequent experiments).

We started by investigating whether the strategic adviser can draw the attention of single clients across

different levels of evidence strength (i.e., the observed likelihood of winning a bet/the dominance of a

given color) and incentive regimes. In a pilot study, we observed that participants (N = 28) were more likely

to select the strategic, not honest, adviser (brm: b [confidence interval (CI)] = 0.04 [0.01–0.08]; Figures 3A

and 4A). Using these results, we performed numerical simulations to examine the impact of evidence un-

certainty (i.e., distance between p and chance) on the strategic adviser’s success (see preregistration

https://osf.io/rsn8h/). These simulations predicted the strategic adviser’s influence to increase with

increasing uncertainty. Experiment 1 (N = 160) tested this prediction across four levels of evidence

strength. As predicted, the strategic adviser’s influence was strongest at the weakest level of evidence

(i.e., the highest level of uncertainty; evidence 1: b [CI] = 0.10 [0.07–0.14]; evidence 2: b [CI] = 0.03 [0.00–

0.06]; evidence 3: b [CI] = 0.06 [0.03–0.09]; evidence 4: b [CI] = 0.03 [-0.00 to 0.06]; Figures 3B and 4B). In

Experiment 2 (N = 140) we tested whether the strategic adviser’s success depended on the client’s incen-

tive to winmore lotteries. In contrast to Experiment 1, which incentivized participants for correct lottery out-

comes, Experiment 2 did not incentivize participants for correct lottery outcomes; participants received a

flat payment, independent of the number of winning rounds. Testing the same four levels of evidence

strength, participants still preferred the strategic over the honest adviser when evidence was weakest,

and progressively less with increasing evidence (evidence 1: b [CI] = 0.04 [0.01–0.07]; evidence 2: b [CI] =

0.03 [0.00–0.06]; evidence 3: b [CI] = 0.00 [-0.02 to 0.03]; evidence 4: b [CI] = �0.01 [-0.04 to 0.01]; Figures

3C and 4C). In Experiment 3 (N = 45), with uncertainty at maximum and incentives for correct outcomes

reinstated, we replicated our key finding that participants preferred strategic over honest advisers, albeit

Figure 2. The experimental paradigm for testing the success of the strategic adviser

(1) At the beginning of each round, participants select an adviser to choose a lottery ticket on their behalf. (2) Both

advisers then observe the evidence. The pie chart indicates that the evidence (p) weakly favors white. (3) The selected

adviser provides participants with a ticket (here, White lottery with low confidence corresponding to the weak evidence

for white). The ignored adviser also states its recommendation (here Black with high confidence). (4) The lottery is played

out and participants may win or lose. Note that the ignored adviser depicted here follows the game-theoretic rational

strategy by contradicting the available evidence, effectively lying with high confidence.
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not significantly (b [CI] = 0.01 [-0.01 to 0.04]; Figures 3D and 4D). Note that across the seven experiments,

this was the only case in which this treatment was not significant.

Strategic dishonesty sways voting and communicating groups

Having established the effectiveness of the game-theoretic rational strategy in winning individual clients’

attention, we next examined whether this strategy could sway a crowd of voters. If the individuals in the

crowd voted entirely independently and, as observed so far, favored the strategic adviser, Condorcet’s

jury theorem (Boland, 1989; marquis de Condorcet, 1785)—which states that combining independent bi-

nary decisions amplifies individual preferences—would predict that the majority vote would favor the stra-

tegic adviser even more strongly (see preregistration https://osf.io/z8k3c/ for detailed predictions). In

Experiment 4, participants were recruited in groups of five clients (N = 30 groups) whose anonymous votes
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(A–D) Each dot shows a participant’s mean likelihood to select the strategic adviser across the 20 rounds (i.e., each dot represents one unique individual).
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were aggregated by majority rule, a common procedure in elections. The selected adviser’s recommenda-

tion was the same for all group members. Experiments 1–3 were conducted online, whereas Experiment 4

was conducted in the laboratory. For direct comparison, a separate control experiment—also in the labo-

ratory—was conducted with individual clients (N = 60). Figures 3E and 4E show that single individuals (b

[CI] = 0.09 [0.06–0.11]), individual votes within groups (b [CI] = 0.03 [0.01–0.04]), and majority vote decisions

(b [CI] = 0.06 [0.03–0.09]) all favored the strategic adviser. The design of Experiment 5 was identical to that

of Experiment 4, with one exception: it was conducted online, not in the laboratory. All main findings were

replicated (single individuals: b [CI] = 0.10 [0.08–0.13], N = 50; individual votes within groups: b [CI] = 0.06

[0.04–0.08], N = 25 groups; majority vote decisions: b [CI] = 0.10 [0.07–0.14]); Figures 3F and 4F). In Exper-

iments 4 and 5 the magnitude of the strategic adviser’s success was similar across individuals and majority
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vote, indicating that groups were similarly vulnerable to being swayed by the rational strategy and that in-

dividuals within groups did not vote entirely independently (see also next section).

Finally, Experiment 6 investigated the strategic adviser’s influence in persuading communicating individ-

uals making joint decisions. Participants were recruited in dyads (N = 50 dyads) and instructed to discuss

and agree on which adviser to follow in each round. Previous works have shown that both perceptual de-

cisions under uncertainty (Bahrami et al., 2010) and logical problem solving requiring reasoning by argu-

mentation (Mercier and Sperber, 2011) benefit from face-to-face communication. These findings raise

the possibility that face-to-face interacting clients may be able to see through the strategic adviser’s tactic.

However, dyadic decisions also favored the strategic adviser over the honest adviser (b [CI] = 0.05 [0.03–

0.07]; Figures 3G and 4G), thereby lending further support to the generality of the rational strategy for

persuasion.

The psychological basis of the success of strategic dishonesty

We had two non-mutually exclusive hypotheses about the underlying psychological basis of the success of

the game-theoretic rational strategy. First, following the instrumental-learning literature, we hypothesized

that clients’ choice of adviser would follow a ‘‘win-stay, lose-shift’’ strategy (Imhof et al., 2007; Nowak and

Sigmund, 1993). This strategy predicts that the client’s likelihood to switch after a loss does not depend on

the ignored adviser’s advice. Our second hypothesis was more specific and followed directly from the

game-theoretic analysis of the client’s updating rule (Equation 1). This hypothesis too predicted that clients

would bemore likely to shift if the selected adviser gave the wrong advice (as the ‘‘win-stay, lose-shift’’ strat-

egy), but that the shifting likelihood would, additionally, be higher when the ignored adviser had offered a

contradicting recommendation. Intuitively, a client who sees that they would have fared better with the

ignored adviser is more likely to switch in the next round. Critically, one key insight emerging from our

work is that such common sense would be misguided under high uncertainty, when the available informa-

tion is only weakly predictive of outcomes and can be exploited by a strategic contrarian such as our stra-

tegic adviser. To test these two hypotheses, we determined whether there was a significant positive effect

of ‘‘negative lottery outcome,’’ ‘‘contradicting advice,’’ and their interaction on the likelihood to change

adviser in the next round using hierarchical brms (see Table S4 for model results, and https://osf.io/

9gjyc/for data and analysis code).

Figure 5 shows the results of this analysis. For single individuals at evidence strength levels 1, 2, and 3 (Fig-

ures 5A–5C), individuals were most likely to change adviser if they lost and the ignored adviser’s recom-

mendation opposed the selected adviser’s recommendation (evidence level 1: interaction: b [CI] = 1.03

[0.70–1.36]; level 2: lost: b [CI] = 1.15 [0.75–1.53], contradicting: b [CI] = 0.38 [-0.02 to 0.78]; level 3: interac-

tion: b [CI] = 0.88 [0.20–1.56]). This illustrates the success of the strategic adviser’s strategy of distinguishing

itself from its competitor when ignored and implies that the client did not entirely disregard the ignored

adviser’s advice. At evidence level 4, the available evidence was always high, preventing the strategic

adviser from using its contrarian strategy, effectively turning into an honest adviser. Hence, we could not

test the effect of contradicting, but we did find an effect of ‘‘negative lottery outcome’’ (b [CI] = 0.94

[0.57–1.30]; Figure 5D). The behavior of individual voters within the majority-voting groups showed a

more complex pattern. Individuals supporting themajority vote in a given round showed a similar switching

pattern to single clients (interaction: b [CI] = 1.18 [0.78–1.59]; Figure 5E), whereas individuals in the minority

weremost likely to switch when the group won and the ignored adviser presented opposing advice (b [CI] =

interaction: �1.57 [-2.22 to �0.93]; Figure 5F) adding support to the currently selected adviser. Finally,

dyads were also more likely to change adviser when they lost (b [CI] = 0.75 [0.45–1.05]) and received

opposing advice from the ignored adviser (b [CI] = 0.46 [0.14–0.78]; Figure 5G). Taken together, we find

strong evidence across treatments not only for a ‘‘win-stay lose-shift’’ strategy but also for shifting when

this situation is combined with the ignored adviser having provided opposing advice (i.e., hypothesis 2).

In all treatments, individuals’ likelihood to change advisers decreased over the course of the experiment

(Figure 6; Table S4). We suggest that this is the result of two processes. First, as shown in Figure 4, the stra-

tegic adviser wasmore likely to be selected over the course of the experiment. When selected, the strategic

adviser gave the same advice as the honest adviser. Participants were thus increasingly confronted with

identical advice over the course of the experiment, making them less likely to switch (see also Figure 5).

Second, individuals may, over time, have moved from an exploration to an exploitation phase as commonly

observed in finite games.
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DISCUSSION

Our theoretical and empirical findings provide converging evidence that by strategically sending out disin-

formation advisers can gain social influence when competing with other advisers. Our results hark back to

Aristotle, who defined politics as a socially interactive game of persuasion between ‘‘orators’’ and ‘‘mem-

bers of assembly’’ about an uncertain future (Aristotle, 2004). Echoing Aristotle’s insight, the sobering

observation from our results is that individuals, majority-voting groups, and consensual groups can indeed

be swayed by a disingenuous strategy that is not committed to truth, but to beating the competition. Cast-

ing the strive for influence as a competition, our results may help explain the presence of truth distortion

across many domains of social influence, be it politics, economics, or social media (Lewandowsky et al.,

2017). It, for example, helps to explain why advantaged (e.g., incumbent) political candidates are expected
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(B and C) Similarly at evidence level 2 (B) and 3 (C) participants were most likely to change adviser when they lost and the ignored adviser gave the opposing

color advice.
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across Experiments 1 + 2.
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to adopt more moderate positions than disadvantaged candidates (e.g., opposition) who (are expected to)

take up more extreme (or deviant) positions (Groseclose, 2001; Stone and Simas, 2010). According to

former Prime Minister David Cameron, this is exactly what Boris Johnson did in the run up to the Brexit ref-

erendum. Cameron claimed that Johnson ‘‘risked an outcome he didn’t believe in because it would help his

political career’’ (Cameron, 2019). Also, new companies entering competitive markets (Pollock and Gulati,

2007) or job seekers (Levinson and Perry, 2011) are advised to stand out of the crowd.

A key assumption in our game-theoretic analysis is that the client updates the weights it assigns to the ad-

visers based on the perceived accuracy of their advice. In other words, the client herself is not strategic

(e.g., Krishna and Morgan, 2001). We used this updating rule because it is widely observed, both in

adviser-selection paradigms (Bayarri and De Groot, 1989; Hertz et al., 2017, 2020a, 2020b) and more

broadly in social influence studies (Tenney et al., 2019). Highly confident individuals are generally trusted

more (Anderson et al., 2012; Tenney et al., 2019; Von Hippel and Trivers, 2011), but when overconfidence is

exposed, individuals generally lose their influence. For example, eyewitnesses who were confident but

wrong about a memory were consequently judged as less believable when testifying with confidence about

other memories (Tenney et al., 2007). A similar situation applies to overconfident job applicants (Tenney
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and Spellman, 2011). The reason why this updating rule is widely observed may be because it captures a

well-known cognitive bias—i.e., the outcome bias—in people’s assessments of the quality of received

advice, whereby we evaluate our decisions concerning uncertain events in terms of their consequences

(Baron and Hershey, 1988). Another reason may be that clients perceive a highly confident adviser as being

more informed about the present lottery and extrapolate from that that this adviser may also be better

informed about the lotteries to come. Nevertheless, we note that what was crucial for the success of the

strategic adviser was to deviate from the selected adviser when being ignored. This behavior drew the

attention to the ignored adviser whenever the selected adviser’s advice turned out to be wrong. This

was robustly observed across a wide range of settings, including differences in (1) singletons, anonymously

voting groups, and discussion groups; (2) incentive structures; and (3) evidence levels. This suggests that

this is a robustly observed phenomenon that can be utilized by advisers.

A key psychological insight emerging from our work is that the slogan of ‘‘voting for change’’ can be ex-

ploited by a manipulative adviser that follows the game-theoretic optimal strategy. Our results provide a

compelling argument why opinions at odds with mainstream views appeal to a broad audience of voters.

They further suggest that voting for change is especially appealing when voters experience economic

losses (e.g., a reduction in income, or job loss) (Guiso et al., 2017), even, and this is crucial, when this

promise of change is neither based on any credible evidence nor of any benefit to the voter. This can,

for example, explain the mismatch between local voting and local economic consequences in the Brexit

vote (Los et al., 2017). Future research is needed to test the boundary conditions of such strategies (e.g.,

by relaxing the three hallmarks of competition for social influence describing our experimental paradigm:

information asymmetry, delegation of future decisions, and intractable uncertainty), investigate which

character traits are especially vulnerable to such strategies, and develop ways to inoculate people

from such strategies.

Limitations of the study

In our game-theoretic analysis, we used a simple client’s updating rule (Equation 1) tomodel human clients’

adviser-selection process. From this rule, we derived an optimal strategy for advisers seeking influence.

Although our empirical results showed that this strategy was useful in swaying human clients (Figures 3

and 4), it is not necessarily the case that this rule was the exact one used to select advisers in the experi-

ments. In our experiments, we tested a number of different scenarios, in terms of group composition (sin-

gletons, communicating dyads and majority voting groups), incentive structure, and the uncertainty in the

evidence available to the advisers. It is likely that different conditions will alter how clients update the

weights they assign to both advisers. Therefore, future work is needed to uncover the variations in such up-

dating rules and how they may change with context. For example, one may use RL models to understand in

more detail how human clients update the weights assigned to advisers as a function of group condition,

incentive structure, and evidence level (Sutton and Barto, 2018). Another open question is to test whether

clients learn about the selected and ignored adviser symmetrically or not (e.g., with different learning rates

for each). Such learning models can, in turn, inspire new game-theoretic work for more sophisticated

advising strategies.

Another limitation of our work was our focus on scenarios with only two advisers. In many real-world so-

cial influence systems (e.g., Twitter, elections, and animal groups) more than two individuals compete for

attention. We suspect that, with increased competition between advisers, the need to differentiate one-

self from rivals will make the optimal advising strategy diverge from the truth to an even greater extent.

Future work could extend both the game-theoretic and empirical work to situations with more than two

advisers to study whether our results extend to such scenarios and/or whether other rational strategies

emerge.

It is important to note that the human clients in our experiments did not make any irrational decisions. As

the strategic adviser aligned its advice with that of the honest adviser once selected, the expected payoff to

the client was actually independent of the client’s choice. Our experiments were deliberately designed

such that random choice or simply following one adviser all the time would have resulted in the same ex-

pected payoff to the client. This design feature enables us to offer a key insight, i.e., that the human client’s

behavior deviates from such simple strategies in a systematic way as humans switch more often when they

lose and observe opposing evidence. An adviser who understands this can make use of the client’s behav-

ioral tendencies to get selected.
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Finally, although our game-theoretic strategy was successful in gaining influence over participants, this

does not imply that the strategy is widely used by advisers seeking influence. In previous works using

the advice-giving task, many participants playing the role of advisers—either when competing with other

human advisers for influence over a human client or when interacting with bot-players—used an attenuated

version of the strategy described here. Instead of contradicting the other adviser when ignored by the

client, human participants exaggerated their hand and gave overconfident advice (Hertz et al., 2017,

2020a, 2020b). When selected by the client, they stopped exaggerating and gave better-calibrated advice.

Using this attenuated version of the strategy allowed participants acting as advisers to distinguish them-

selves from their rival adviser, while avoiding lying blatantly (Fischbacher and Föllmi-Heusi, 2013; Gneezy,

2005). It is interesting to consider why human advisers deviate from the optimal strategy described here.

Possibly, people are motivated by other goals beyond gaining influence, such as prosocial behavior, moral

signaling, self-image, or longer-term considerations of reputation beyond the context of the experiment

(Arkin et al., 1980; Cheng et al., 2013; Sperber et al., 2010; Zaki, 2014). Advisers with high levels of social

anxiety, for example, were less likely to engage in the game-theoretic strategy, suggesting that motivations

such as anxiety also play a role in information sharing (Hertz et al., 2017). However, in cases in which gaining

influence is the dominant motivation, for example, in political campaigns, we may expect to observe the

use of the deceitful strategy as described here more frequently.
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No materials were newly generated for this paper.

Data and code availability

d Data: The datasets generated during this study are available at https://osf.io/z8k3c/.

d Code: The statistical code and the code used for the numerical simulations are available at https://osf.io/

z8k3c/.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All experimental studies were either approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University College

London (UCL ICN; Pilot, Exp. 2, 3; Ethics approval number: 5375/001) or of the Max Planck Institute for Hu-

man Development (MPIB; Exp. 1, 4, 5, 6; Ethics approval numbers: A2020-7, A2019/39, A2019/18, A2019/

38). For lab studies, participants signed a consent form prior to starting the experiment, and for online

studies, participants checked a box, indicating their consent. Participants’ age and gender, as well as sam-

ple size, are detailed below for each of the seven studies.

METHOD DETAILS

� Game-theoretic analysis

� Experiments

� Quantification and statistical analysis

Game-theoretical analysis

Nash equilibria in the last round when w1=0.8. As described in Box 1 in themain text, iterative deletion

of weakly dominated strategies leaves advisers with two strategies each. We distinguish between pure and

mixed strategies. In the reduced game, i.e., the remaining game after deletions, Adviser 1’s pure strategies

are s1=4/9 and s1=5/9; Adviser 2’s pure strategies are s2=0 and s2=1. In a Nash equilibrium, each adviser

maximizes her expected payoff given her opponent’s strategy. The cases when p=0 and p=1 are trivial,

since, irrespective of Adviser 2’s strategy, Adviser 1 guarantees a sure win by playing her pure strategy

s1=4/9 and s1=5/9 respectively. When 0<p<1, there is no equilibrium in pure strategies: if Adviser 1 plays

s1=4/9, Adviser 2 maximizes her payoff with s2=1, but if Adviser 2 plays s2=1, Adviser 1 maximizes her payoff

with s1=5/9, and so on. In other words, Adviser 1 tries to align her advice with Adviser 2 by choosing the s1

REAGENT or RESOURCE IDENTIFIER SOURCE

Deposited data

Data and statistical analysis NA https://osf.io/9gjyc/

Software and algorithms

Lioness Lab Version 1.1 LIONESS Lab https://lioness-lab.org/

R version 4.0.4 R Project https://www.r-project.org/

RStudio version 1.4.1106 RStudio https://www.rstudio.com/
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closest to s2, while Adviser 2 tries to differentiate from Adviser 1 by choosing the s2 furthest from s1. As a

result, their best response choices of pure strategy are in a continuous cycle. In equilibrium, both advisers

thus play mixed strategies, randomizing between their pure strategies with some probabilities.

We find these probabilities by using the fact that, in a mixed-strategy equilibrium, the expected payoffs

from all pure strategies that a player plays with positive probability must be equal. Let ε and 1�ε be the

probabilities with which Adviser 2 plays s2=0 and s2=1 respectively. Adviser 1’s expected payoffs from play-

ing her pure strategies s1=4/9 and s1=5/9 are ε+q(1�ε) and pε+1�ε respectively. Equating the two and

making use of q=1�p yields ε=p. Similarly, it can be derived that Adviser 1 plays s1=4/9 with probability

q. Thus, when 0<p<1, there is one Nash equilibrium in the reduced game of Figure 1b. Adviser 1 random-

izes between her pure strategies s1=4/9 and s1=5/9 with probabilities q and p respectively, while Adviser 2

randomizes between s2=0 and s2=1 with probabilities p and q. Note that the lower the p, the higher the

likelihood that Adviser 1 announces s1=4/9 and Adviser 2 announces s2=1 (her extreme strategy that is

furthest from p). Adviser 1’s expected equilibrium payoff is obtained by plugging ε=p into the payoff

from playing any of her pure strategies to which she assigns positive probability in mixed strategy equilib-

rium play (i.e., ε+q(1�ε) or pε+1�ε). This yields p2�p+1, the lowest value of which is 0.75 when p=0.5.

Adviser 2’s payoff is Adviser 1’s payoff subtracted from 1: p–p2.

Deletion of weakly dominated strategies eliminates other equilibria in the non-reduced game of Figure 1b.

However, Adviser 2’s equilibrium strategy is the same in all Nash equilibria of the non-reduced game. This

is because, in zero-sum games like this one, equilibria are equivalent, meaning that a player’s expected

payoff in all equilibria is the same, and interchangeable, meaning that if strategy pairs (s1,s2) and ðs�1; s�2Þ
constitute equilibria, then so do ðs1; s�2Þ and

�
s�1; s2

�
(Binmore, 2007). Therefore, an adviser’s equilibrium

strategy must yield the same expected payoff and be payoff-maximizing against any possible

equilibrium strategy of her opponent. From Figure 1B it can be seen that no deviation from Adviser 2’s

equilibrium strategy found earlier satisfies these criteria for Adviser 1. There are, however, deviations

from Adviser 1’s equilibrium strategy above that satisfy these criteria for Adviser 2. For example, Adviser

1 may use probabilities q and p to randomize between s1=0 and s1=5/9. Altogether, Adviser 1 has 15 equi-

librium strategies to choose from. In each, she randomizes between some s1%4/9 and some s1R5/9 with

probabilities q and p respectively (Table S1).

Nash equilibria in the last round when w1Rw2. When w1Rw2, iterative deletion of weakly dominated

strategies reduces Adviser 1’s payoff matrix to a n3n matrix in which Adviser 2 always retains her extreme

strategies s2=y1=0 and s2=yn=1 whenever nR2 (Figure S1). Figure S2 shows this forw1=0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and

0.5. When p=0 or p=1, no matter what Adviser 2 does, Adviser 1 guarantees a sure win by playing her pure

strategy s1=x1 or s1=xn respectively. When 0<p<1, there is no Nash equilibrium in pure strategies. As pre-

viously, the probabilities with which advisers randomize between pure strategies in a mixed-strategy Nash

equilibrium can be found by using the fact that, in a mixed-strategy equilibrium, the expected payoffs from

all pure strategies that a player plays with positive probability must be equal.

Let εi be the probability with which Adviser 2 plays s2=yi. Adviser 1’s expected payoff from playing her pure

strategy s1=x1 is ε1+q(1�ε1), that from playing s1=x2 is ph1+ε2+q(1�ε1�ε2), and so on. In general, the

expected payoff from playing s1=xi is pðε1 + ε2 + ::: + εi�1Þ+ εi +qð1 � ε1 � ε2 � ::: � εiÞ. Equating expected

payoffs from any two adjacent xi�1 and xi yields εi=(q/p)εi�1, from which it follows that εi=(q/p)
i�1

ε1. Making

use of
P
i

εi = 1 gives ε1½1 +q =p + ðq=pÞ2 + ::: + ðq=pÞn�1� = 1, where the elements in square brackets are the

sum of terms in a geometric series. Thus, whenever ps0.5, this yields:

ε1 =
1� q

�
p

1� �
q
�
p
�n

Inserting this into the formula for εi gives:

εi =
�
q
�
p
�i--1 1--q

�
p

1--
�
q
�
p
�n

It can be similarly derived that Adviser 1 plays s1=xi with probability:

hi =
�
p
�
q
�i--1 1--p

�
q

1--
�
p
�
q
�n
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When p=0.5, advisers play all xi and yi with equal probabilities 1
n.

When p<0.5 (in which case p/q<1) hi is decreasing in i, i.e., Adviser 1 uses higher probabilities for s1%4/9

than for s1R5/9 (vice versa when p>0.5). When nR2, this is reversed for Adviser 2. (When n=1, it does not

matter what Adviser 2 does because Adviser 1 always wins.) The fact that in zero-sum games equilibria are

equivalent and interchangeable implies that this is the only Nash equilibrium in the reduced game of Fig-

ure S1, and the above conclusions hold in every equilibrium of a non-reduced game too.

When ps0.5, Adviser 1’s expected equilibrium payoff can be computed by plugging ε1 derived above into the

formula for the expected payoff from playing her pure strategy s1=x1 (i.e., ε1+q(1�ε1)). Simplified and rear-

ranged, this yields:

Pn =
pn+ 1--qn+ 1

pn--qn

When p=0.5:

Pn =
1

2
+

1

2n

Adviser 2’s expected payoff is 1–Pn. Since Pn>0.5 for all p and n, the selected adviser always has an

advantage.

Generating payoff matrices in the penultimate round. As noted earlier, iterative deletion of weakly

dominated strategies in the last round yields the n3n payoff matrix (Figure S1) where n is determined

by advisers’ weights at the end of the penultimate round. When w1Rw2, n increases from 1 to 10 as w1 de-

creases from 1 to 0.5 (Figure S2). Figure S3 shows Adviser 1’s payoff matrices in the last round when, at the

end of the penultimate round, w1=0.836 and w1=0.835. In these cases, iterative deletion of weakly domi-

nated strategies yields payoff matrices of sizes n=1 and n=2 respectively. As can be seen, n changes

from 1 to 2 when Adviser 1’s payoff associated with the pair of strategies s1=5/9 and s2=0 changes from

1 to p, i.e., when Adviser 1’s updated end-of-round weight when the winning color is white falls below

0.5. Advisers know that the client updates their competence weights using (Equation 1). Thus, solving

w1ð1� 5=9Þ2
w1ð1� 5=9Þ2 +w2ð1� 0Þ2 = 0:5

shows that this happens when w1 falls below 81/97 z 0.8351. Cut-off weights for other values n can be ob-

tained similarly (Table S2).

We use this information to generate Adviser 1’s payoff matrix in the penultimate round. In the main text we

consider the particular case when, at the start of this round w1=0.8, and illustrate the procedure for the di-

agonal s1=s2. Here we show the procedure for other combinations s1 and s2.

Suppose the advisers were to announce s1=1/9 and s2=2/9 in the penultimate round. Adviser 1 would be

certain to be selected at the end of the round and her updated weight would be either w1=0.5 or w1=0.84,

depending on whether the winning color in the penultimate round is black (the probability of which is p) or

white (the probability of which is q) respectively (Figures 1A and 1B). The general formula for Adviser 1’s

equilibrium payoff Pn in the last round was derived in the previous section. The corresponding values n

when, at the start of the last round, w1=0.5 and w1=0.84, are 10 and 1 respectively (Table S2). At this stage

advisers do not know the value p in the last round, but they know that it will be drawn from a uniform dis-

tribution on [0,1]. What matters, thus, are the expected values of Adviser 1’s payoffs in the last round that

are obtained by integrating P1 and P10 with respect to p. These values are given in Table S2. Thus,

Adviser 1’s expected payoff from the pair of strategies s1=1/9 and s2=2/9 in the penultimate round is

1+p
R1
0

P10dp+q
R1
0

P1dp = 1.75+0.25q. Adviser 1’s complete payoff matrix is shown in Figure S4.

Nash equilibria in the penultimate round when w1=0.8 and w1=0.6. We next solve the game in the

penultimate round when w1=0.8 and w1=0.6 for p=0.4, 0.25, and 0.1. Adviser 1’s payoff matrices are shown

in Figure S4 (w1=0.8) and Figure S5 (w1=0.6). To compute the advisers’ equilibrium strategies, we use the

freely available software Game Theory Explorer (Savani and von Stengel, 2015) (http://www.
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gametheoryexplorer.org/). There is only one Nash equilibrium in each considered scenario. The probabil-

ities with which advisers randomize between their pure strategies in each equilibrium are shown in Fig-

ure S6. The selected adviser (i.e., Adviser 1) randomizes between moderate strategies closer to the truth

as compared to the ignored adviser (i.e., Adviser 2). The ignored adviser assigns high probabilities to stra-

tegies that are contrary to what the selected adviser reports. Also, when the ignored adviser’s weight is low,

she is most likely to announce s2=0 or s2=1 that is furthest from truth.

Strategic versus honest adviser. While honest reporting of truth—announcing si=p with probability 1—is

often a payoff-maximizing strategy in the last round (because of multiplicity of Nash equilibria), this is rarely the

case in earlier stages of the game. This plays to a strategic (i.e., payoff-maximizing) adviser’s advantage: when-

ever honest reporting is not part of equilibrium play, the strategic adviser’s payoff is higher than in an equilib-

rium and, hence, her chances of being selected go up. If a strategic adviser believes her opponent to be also

strategic, her choice of strategy is determined the same way as before. However, if she knows or believes her

opponent to be honest, she can increase her chances of being selected even further by choosing the best, i.e., a

payoff-maximizing, strategy in response to honest play. Here we consider this scenario.

Once selected, a strategic adviser can switch to honest reporting of truth, since this guarantees her a sure win

in all subsequent rounds of the game. To determine her payoff-maximizing strategy when she is not selected,

we start by analysing the last round of the game. Consider the case when, at the start of this round, her

weight is w1=0.2. Figure S7A shows her updated weights at the end of this round for all possible combina-

tions s1 and s2, conditional on whether the winning colour in this round will be black or white. Using these

weights we can generate Adviser 1’s payoffs, i.e., probabilities of being selected for the client’s final bet (Fig-

ure S7B). The honest adviser always chooses s2 that is closest to p. Thus, having observed p, the strategic

adviser knows what her opponent will do. Differently from payoff matrices analyzed earlier, each column

here, therefore, represents the strategic adviser’s decision problem for a known value p. For example,

when p is close to 1/9 (and the honest adviser, therefore, chooses s2=1/9) the strategic adviser maximizes

her chances of winning by announcing s1R3/9. She will win if the winning colour is black, the probability

of which is p, i.e., close to 1/9. While announcing s1=0 or s1=1 that is furthest from p is always the strategic

adviser’s payoff-maximizing strategy in this scenario, she can afford to choose moderate s1 that are closer to

truth when p is sufficiently small or large.

Figure S8 shows the case whenw1=0.4. In this scenario, for intermediate values p, the strategic adviser does

best by overstating the evidence. For example, when p is close to 3/9, she maximizes her payoff by

announcing s1%1/9. She can also afford to play moderate strategies that are not far from truth by just

slightly overstating the strength of observed evidence for the winning colour being either black or white.

In the penultimate round, the strategic adviser aims to maximize the probability of being selected at the

end of the penultimate and the last round. Consider the case when, at the start of the penultimate round,

her weight is w1=0.2. To generate her payoff matrix, we need to first compute her expected payoffs in

the last round for the possible updated weights w1 at the end of the penultimate round (Figure S7A).

Suppose that the advisers in the penultimate round were to announce s1=1/9 and s2=1/9. Irrespective

of the colour drawn in the penultimate round, her weight at the start of the last round would be

w1=0.2. The relevant payoff matrix in the last round is, therefore, that of Figure S7B. Her payoffs for

all possible p in the last round are the maximum values of each column in this matrix. Since the value

p in the last round is at this stage unknown, her expected payoff is a weighted sum of these maximum

values: 231/1831/36+231/9(1/9+2/9+3/9+4/9)=0.25 (because the ranges of values p that are associated

with s2=0 and s2=1 are half the size of the ranges associated with any other s2, we use weights 1/18 and

1/9 accordingly). The strategic adviser knows that she will not be selected at the end of the penultimate

round when s1=1/9 and s2=1/9. As such, her expected payoff from this pair of strategies in the penulti-

mate round is 0.25 derived above.

Performing the remaining calculations yields the penultimate round payoff matrix of Figure S7C. For inter-

mediate values p, a strategic adviser does best by playing strategies that are far from the truth and contrary

to the received evidence. But as p becomes sufficiently small or large, her payoff-maximizing strategies are

closer to the truth. Figure S8C shows the case when w1=0.4. In this scenario, for intermediate values p, the

strategic adviser does best by playing moderate strategies that are not far from truth and just slightly over-

state the strength of the observed evidence.
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To summarize, when ignored, i.e., not selected by the client, what the strategic adviser does depends on

what she believes her current weight to be. If she thinks that her weight is relatively high, she plays mod-

erate strategies that are not far from truth by slightly overstating the observed evidence. However, as she

begins to suspect that her weight may be low, she becomes increasingly likely to opt for extreme strategies

that are contrary to the observed evidence and the honest adviser’s reports. Once selected, however, the

strategic adviser reverts to reporting truth.

Softmax decision rule. Thus far, we made two important assumptions about the client. We assumed i) a

particular way in which the client updates the weights of their two advisers (Equation 1), and ii) a particular

decision rule with which the client chooses their adviser in every round of the game based on the assigned

weights. For the latter, the decision rule was simply: ‘‘choose the adviser with the highest weight’’. In other

words, the higher-weighted adviser was chosen with probability 1 (conversely, the lower-weighted adviser

was chosen with probability 0). Next to this deterministic rule, we here consider a probabilistic rule: ‘‘use

the two advisers’ weights as probabilities with which you choose them’’. This implies that i) both advisers

are chosen with positive probabilities and these probabilities add up to 1, and ii) the higher-weighted

adviser is chosen with a higher probability than the lower-weighted adviser. This is sometimes referred

to as the softmax decision rule. (The actual softmax function has the same logic as the one we use here,

except that it normalizes the input weights using an exponential function. In our case, the advisers’ weights

can be used as decision probabilities without the need to transform them first.)

The analysis is the same as before: we consider the last round and then work our way back to the penulti-

mate round of the game. Figures S9 and S10 show the advisers’ rational strategies in the last and the penul-

timate rounds of the game respectively. Comparing the advisers’ choices in the penultimate round of the

game between Figures S6 (the original decision rule) and S10 (the softmax decision rule), we can conclude

the following about the softmax decision rule implementation:

First, when the difference between the two advisers’ weights is high, e.g., w1=0.8 and w2=0.2 (the left hand

side in the Figures), the higher-weighted adviser reports the truth or something very close to it. The lower-

weighted adviser strategically misreports the observed evidence by either overstating it or understating it.

When the observed evidence is ‘‘strong’’, e.g., when p is close to 0 in our examples, the lower-weighted

adviser remains close to the truth but still differentiates themselves from the higher-weighted adviser in

an attempt to ‘‘strike lucky’’. When the observed evidence is ‘‘weak’’, e.g., when p=0.4, the lower-weighted

adviser is likely to report extremes (s2=0 or s2=1) using higher probability for the extreme that is furthest

from the truth.

Second, when the difference between the two advisers’ weights is small, e.g., w1=0.6 and w2=0.4 (the right

hand side in the Figures), both advisers tend to stick close to the truth and are almost indistinguishable in

terms of their advice strategies. This makes sense, because in this scenario they both know that they are

already nearly equally likely to be selected by the client. When the observed evidence is ‘‘strong’’, they

pretty much report the same thing to the client. When the observed evidence is ‘‘weak’’ the lower-weighted

adviser will just slightly deviate from the truth in an attempt to ‘‘strike lucky’’ and thus to tilt the client’s

weight a little more in their advantage.

Experiments

Experimental protocols. All lab studies were conducted at the behavioral lab of the Center for Adaptive

Rationality (ARC) at the MPIB. All online studies were conducted at Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk), only

including individuals from the United States with a minimum HIT approval rating of 90%, and a history of at

least 100 approved HITs. All six experiments (but not the pilot) were preregistered (https://osf.io/9gjyc/).

The order of presentation of the studies in the Main Text slightly deviates from the presentation order of

the preregistrations (Table S5). All studies were programmed in LIONESS (Giamattei et al., 2020).

Pilot experiment. In the pilot experiment, single participants observed two advisers, symbolized by

cartoon figures, and had to decide for 20 rounds which of the two advisers they wanted to hire (Figure 2,

see https://osf.io/vybak/ for screenshots). The sequence of a round was as follows: 1) The participant

selected which adviser to follow. 2) Both advisers observed the available evidence. The evidence was

generated as follows: a rack of 100 balls was filled with a mix of white and black balls and both advisers

observed the same (randomly sampled) 75 balls from the rack. 3) Both advisers communicated their advice
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to the client. Their advice consisted of (i) color (i.e., black or white), and (ii) confidence level (1–5 scale). The

participant betted on the colour advice of the selected adviser, but also observed the recommendation of

the ignored adviser. 4) One ball from the rack was randomly drawn. If the colour advice of the selected

adviser matched (did not match) the colour of the drawn ball, the participant won (lost). The two advisers

played different strategies: honest or strategic. The honest adviser reported the colour honestly: if the ma-

jority of balls it observed was white (black), it reported white (black) to the participant. It also reported con-

fidence honestly, using a linear mapping of evidence level and confidence: majority of one colour: 51-60%:

Confidence (CF) = 1. 61-70%: CF = 2. 71-80%: CF = 3. 81-90%: CF = 4. 91-100%: CF = 5. A small amount of

noise was added: in 25% of cases the CF level was increased (or decreased) with one unit, provided this was

possible.

The strategy of the strategic adviser depended on whether or not it was selected. When selected, the stra-

tegic adviser reported the colour and confidence honestly. When ignored, its strategy depended on the

strength of the evidence: if the evidence it observed was strong (> 75% of balls it observed were of the

same colour), the strategic adviser reported honestly. However, if the evidence it observed was weak

(<= 75% of observed balls were of the same colour), it reported the colour of the minority of the balls

with a (randomly sampled) confidence level of 2, 3 or 4. Its strategy is thus to deviate from the observed

evidence whenever it was ignored and there was only weak evidence. The 20 rounds encompassed five

‘‘easy’’ rounds with 90 balls of one colour (either black or white), and 15 ‘‘difficult’’ rounds with 50 balls

of one colour. The twenty rounds were shown in random order. We used a mix of easy and difficult rounds

to increase variation in task difficulty within a participant for a more realistic sampling experience. Partic-

ipants who started the experiment but did not finish were removed from all analyses. Prior to starting

the experiment, participants were required to read the instructions. Participants needed to pass a compre-

hension check before being allowed into the experiment. The experiment took approximately 10 minutes

and participants who successfully completed the experiment received a $3 participation fee. In total 28 in-

dividuals (meanG standard deviation (S.D.) age = 36.1G 8.7 years; 25% female, and 75%male) completed

the experiment.

Experiment 1. Experiment 1 (preregistration: https://osf.io/qkncz/) followed the same setup as the pilot

experiment, with the exception that we used four levels of evidence, varying the ratio of black vs. white

balls. All four treatments included five ‘‘easy’’ rounds with 90 balls of one colour (either black or white).

The four treatments differed in the remaining 15 rounds. These rounds consisted either of 50, 60, 70 or

80 balls of one colour. From 50 to 80 balls of one colour, the outcome of the rounds becomes increasingly

easier to predict. The five easy rounds and the remaining 15 rounds were shown in random order. We

generated predictions for the different evidence levels using simulations (see preregistration https://osf.

io/z8k3c/). Participants received a $3 participation fee, and an additional $0,10 for each correct outcome

(i.e., a win). We collected data for 40 participants per treatment, resulting in 160 participants in total

(mean G S.D. age = 37.2 G 10.3 years; 40% female, 59% male, and 1% other).

Experiment 2. Experiment 2 (preregistration: https://osf.io/rsn8h/) was similar to Experiment 1, with the

exception that correct choices were not incentivized. That is, participants only received a $3 participation

fee and did not receive a bonus payment for correct outcomes. This was done to test if we could replicate

the results of Experiment 1 without incentivizing correct choices. In each treatment, we collected data for

35 participants, resulting in a total of 140 participants (mean G S.D. age = 35.2 G 9.5; 38% female, 62%

male). The results of Experiments 1 and 2 showed that, as predicted, the strategic adviser gains the highest

influence in the most uncertain condition (i.e., 15 rounds with 50/50 ratio of balls, and 5 rounds with 90/10

ratio; Figure 3B and 3C). We, therefore, continued with this condition in all subsequent experiments.

Experiment 3. Experiment 3 (preregistration: https://osf.io/bpngu/) was similar to Experiment 1, with

the exception that we only collected data in the environment with the weakest evidence. This was done

to test if we could replicate the effect in this environment once more. Participants received a $3 participa-

tion fee, and $0,10 for each correct decision. In total 45 individuals (mean G S.D. age = 35.7 G 10.8 years;

49% female, 51% male) completed the experiment.

Experiment 4. Experiment 4 (preregistration: https://osf.io/2ydh3/; screenshots: https://osf.io/hfkuy)

investigated whether the strategic adviser can also gain influence in a group of participants whose deci-

sions are combined under an anonymous majority vote. This experiment was done at the lowest evidence
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level. We generated predictions for the influence of the strategic adviser in groups versus individuals using

simulations (see https://osf.io/z8k3c/). We conducted two treatments: an individual and a group treatment.

The individual treatment served as a control and was the same as in Experiments 1–3. In the group treat-

ment, five participants performed the experiment together as a group. In each round, each of the five in-

dividuals made an individual decision which adviser to follow. The adviser chosen by most group members

was selected, and all group members followed the selected adviser’s recommendation. Group members

only saw the outcome of the majority vote (i.e., which adviser was selected) but not the size of the majority

nor the decisions of individual groupmembers. In both treatments, participants could only enter the exper-

iment if they completed a list of comprehension questions. This study was conducted in the lab. In the in-

dividual treatment, participants performed the experiment alone sitting behind a desktop. In the group

treatment, participants started as soon as all five group members completed the comprehension test. In

the group treatment, individuals worked independently using their own tablet. The tablets were controlled

by a central server. Group members were sitting in the same room, and made aware that they were doing

this experiment with the people in the same room. In both treatments, participants received a participation

fee of V6 plus a bonus payment of V0.10 for each correct outcome. The study took approximately 15 mi-

nutes for the individual treatment and 20 minutes for the group treatment. For the individual treatment, we

collected data for 60 participants (mean age = 27.6 G 5.5 years; 59% female, 41% male). For the group

treatment, we collected data on 30 groups of five individuals, resulting in 150 participants (mean G S.D.

age = 27.1 G 5.1 years; 63% female, 35% male, and 2% other).

Experiment 5. Experiment 5 (preregistration: https://osf.io/z8k3c/) was a replication of Experiment 4 but

conducted online to test if we could replicate our findings from Experiment 4 online. We again conducted

an individual and a group treatment (group size five). In the group treatment, participants entered a virtual

waiting room after completing the comprehension questions, and waited until they were paired with four

other groupmembers upon which the experiment started. As this was an online group study, we needed to

implement a policy for non-responders. Participants that did not respond (i.e., did not decide which adviser

to follow) within 10 seconds (except round 1: 30 seconds, and round 2: 20 seconds), were removed from the

group (‘‘drop-outs’’), to assure that the experiment wouldmove forward in the case of non-responders. Par-

ticipants that dropped out of the experiment were not replaced, hence these groups continued with a

smaller group size. Participants were not informed about the number of dropouts and in case of a tie

(i.e., equal amount of support for both advisers), one of the advisers was selected randomly. In both treat-

ments, participants received a $3 flat fee for participation, plus a bonus payment of $0,10 for each correct

outcome. For the individual treatment, we planned to collect data for 50 individuals, and for the group

treatment, we planned to collect data for 25 groups successfully completing the experiment. A successful

completion was defined as having at least three participants remaining in the last round. In total 147 indi-

viduals completed the experiment: 50 singletons (mean G S.D. age = 35.4 G 9.5 years; 37% female, 61%

male, and 2% other) and 97 individuals distributed over 25 groups (mean G S.D. age = 36.2 G 11.4 years;

42% female, 58% male). Five groups finished with five participants; twelve with four participants, and eight

with three participants.

Experiment 6. Experiment 6 (preregistration: https://osf.io/8h47m/; screenshots: https://osf.io/b5gxq/)

took place in the lab and investigated the strategic adviser’s ability to gain influence in communicating

groups. Participants performed the experiment in dyads, sitting together at one computer screen. Dyads

were instructed to discuss their opinions with each other and reach a consensual agreement on which

adviser to follow. Participants received a participation fee of V6 plus a bonus payment of V0.10 for each

correct outcome. The study took approximately 20 minutes to complete. We did not perform an additional

individual treatment, but used the individual treatment of experiment 4 as control because all participants

were from the same participant pool (i.e., the participant pool of the lab of ARC of the MPIB). We collected

data of 50 dyads, resulting in a total of 100 participants (mean G S.D. age = 27.3 G 5.7 years; 57% female,

41% male, and 2% other).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

In the earliest preregistrations we announced that we would exclude participants that did not sample both

advisers. In all seven studies we observed participants that did not sample both advisers but in all seven

studies it was more likely that these participants always chose the strategic adviser and not the honest

one (Figure 3). Therefore, we consider this behaviour a feature of participants’ strategy and not a lack of

engagement, and included these participants in the statistical analysis. For all statistical analyses we
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used R (version 4.0.4). We used Bayesian hierarchical generalized linear models using the brm function from

the brms package (Bürkner, 2017) and its default priors. For each model, we ran three chains in parallel with

6,000 iterations, of which the first 3,000 were discarded as burn-in to reduce autocorrelations. Visual inspec-

tion of the Markov chains and the Gelman-Rubin statistic (Rhat) indicated that all Markov chains converged.

Unless stated otherwise, the points and error bars reported reflect the mean estimates and the 95% cred-

ible intervals (CI) of the posterior distribution.

Probability of selecting strategic adviser

To test if individuals were more likely to select the strategic adviser than the honest adviser, we fitted

‘‘Selected Adviser’’ (strategic or honest) as binomial response variable, and ‘‘Round Number’’ (either alone

(Pilot + Exp. 3) or in interaction with Treatment (Exp. 1, 2, 4, 5 and 6)) as population-level (‘‘fixed’’) effect(s).

Since in the first round, individuals did not have any information about the advisers, and their choices were

thus random, we fixed the intercept at Round 1 at 0.5. ‘‘Individual (or Dyad) Identity’’ was included as group-

level (‘‘random’’) effect. In the majority voting experiments (Experiments 4+5) ‘‘Individual Identity’’ was

nested in ‘‘Group Identity’’. A preference of the strategic adviser over the honest adviser was inferred by

evaluating whether there was a positive and credible (i.e., non-overlapping with 0) effect of ‘‘Round Num-

ber’’ on ‘‘Selected Adviser’’. See Table S3 for models results, and https://osf.io/9gjyc/ for data and code.

Probability of changing adviser

To test how lottery outcome and the ignored adviser’s advice direction affected the likelihood to change

adviser across the different treatments, we fitted ‘‘Changing Adviser’’ (yes/no) as binomial response vari-

able, and ‘‘Lottery Outcome’’ (lost/won), ‘‘Ignored Adviser’s Advice’’ (opposing/confirming), and their

interaction, as population-level effects. To test how time affected the likelihood to change adviser, we

also fitted ‘‘Round Number’’ as a population-level effect. ‘‘Individual (or Dyad) Identity’’ was, again,

included as group-level effect. In the majority voting experiments (Experiments 4+5) ‘‘Individual Identity’’

was, again, nested in ‘‘Group Identity’’. As inference criterion, we evaluated whether the effects were cred-

ibly different from 0 (either themain effects or their interaction). See Table S4 for model results, and https://

osf.io/9gjyc/ for data and code.
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